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STYLISH ALL-ROUNDER FOR CITY AND COUNTRY 

/

DESIGN FOCUSSED ON COMFORT 

/

DURABLE COMPANION WITH ALL-ROUND 
PROTECTION 
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MODERN PUSHCHAIR WITH HIGH-
END DESIGN

The look of the Rapid 4D is defined by its modern 
lines. The curved frame and the high-quality 
fabrics of the XL canopy make of this pushchair 
an eye-catcher.

HIGH DRIVING COMFORT WITH 
SUSPENDED RUBBER WHEELS

The large rear wheels, swivelling front wheels, 
and the comfortable suspension promise a bump-
free ride on any terrain, making your toddler feel 
safe and comfy during all your walks.

COMPACT ONE-HAND FOLDING 
WITHIN SECONDS

The Rapid 4D is a light pushchair that folds away 
compactly with one hand. As a result, you can 
easily transport and stow away this all-rounder, 
while having one free hand for your child.
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HIGH-QUALITY EQUIPMENT AND 
FUNCTIONS

The pushchair’s seat is made of high-quality 
fabrics. Also, the backrest can be continuously 
inclined up to a lying position, making your little 
explorer feel comfy during any time of the day.

XL CANOPY RATED UPF 50+

The extendable 3-zone canopy, rated UPF 50+, 
promises your child sun protection and shade. 
The peek-a-boo window made of mesh offers 
optimal air circulation and strengthens the parent-
child bond.

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBAR

The push handle can be adjusted in height, 
allowing a back-friendly drive for parents with 
different heights. The included cup holder 
completes the design.
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DURABLE COMPANION FOR YEARS 
AND UP TO 25 KG

In combination with the seat and the basket, the 
Rapid 4D offers your child a comfortable ride up 
to 22 kg or 4 years, and the shopping basket can 
be loaded up to 3 kg.

EASY-TO-CLEAN MATERIALS

The footrest’s fabric and the safety bar’s surface 
are made of durable and easy-care materials, 
making your Rapid 4D look well-maintained in no 
time despite muddy shoes and sticky hands.

SAFE TRIPS

The Rapid 4D includes a padded 5-point 
harness, a removable bumper bar that facilitates 
your child’s entry and exit and white lines on the 
wheels that provide more visibility when it gets 
dark.
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STYLISH PUSHCHAIR FOR CITY AND COUNTRY

The Rapid 4D is a very stylish companion that comes with high-quality functions, as well as a modern, curved frame. As an all-
round pushchair with large, puncture-resistant all-terrain wheels that absorb bumps, it can be used both in the city and the 
country. The swivelling front wheels make changes of direction easy and can be locked on uneven terrain.

The Rapid 4D folds away compactly with one hand by using the “Press & Pull” system on the padded release loop, by which you 
can easily transport and stow away this all-rounder, while having one free hand for your child.

The pushchair stands out by the premium materials and features. High-quality, durable fabrics on the 3-zone canopy rated UPF 
50+ and on the spacious seat make of the Rapid 4D an eye-catching pushchair. Also, the backrest can be continuously reclined 
up to a lying position.

Thanks to the height-adjustable handlebar with cup holder, parents of different height can also benefit from a comfortable, back-
friendly walk.

Compared to other pushchairs, the Rapid 4D can be used longer. In combination with the seat and the basket, it offers your child 
a comfortable drive up to 22 kg or 4 years and accommodates up to 3 kg of shopping. The footrest’s fabric and the safety bar’s 
surface are made of durable and easy-care materials, making your Rapid 4D look well-maintained in no time despite muddy 
shoes and sticky hands.

The Rapid 4D comes with a safety package including a padded 5-point harness, a removable protection bar that facilitates your 
child’s entry and exit, as well as white lines on the wheels that provide more visibility when it gets dark.

Shipping

• Pushchair

• Cup holder

• Instruction manual

Video

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoUyg-ZXi4A

• hauck Youtube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Product net weight   10,60 kg  

Dimensions
 

Folded    83 x 57 x 34 cm

Built up    92 x 57 x 110 cm

Lying area    86 x 32 cm

Dimensions backrest    47 x 34 cm

Dimensions seat area    21 x 35 cm

 

Shopping basket Yes

Detachable front bar Yes

Detachable canopy Yes

Sun protection UPF 50+ Yes

Suspension Yes

Easy Fold Yes

Brake type Combined brake system

Max. load 25 kg (22 kg kids + 3 kg basket)

Legrest adjustment 5 x

Canopy type 3 Section + 1 zipper section

Large sun canopy Yes

Harness 5-Point harness

Easy to clean Yes

Age information 0 - 48 months

Wheels
 

Swivelling and lockable front wheel(s) Yes

Diameter front/back wheel 18 / 25 cm

Detachable wheels Front wheel

Wheel type Rubber wheel

Backrest
 

Backrest adjustment    continuously /117-162 °

One-handed backrest inclination Yes

Handle
 

Handle type Rotating handlebar

Height-adjustable handle 5 x



Dimensions
 

 

Wheels
 

Backrest
 

Handle
 

 

Handle height 76 -113 cm

 


